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2012 Retained Pilot Lines

Scale!

2012: Total Eligible Costs Requested: >800 M€

Strengthen the European supply chain of Electronic Components and Systems
Persistence!
FDSOI and RFSOI
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ECSEL JU
PLACES2BE
28FDSOI Platform and 14FDSOI Building blocks

Design Platform for 28FDSOI and 22FDX

Substrate, Techno FDSOI, Design platform

ECOSYSTEM FDSOI

Scaling 22FDX to 12FDX

Enhancement to RF capabilities

RIA: First 300mm RFSOI and RF/FDSOI

IA: RFSOI and FDSOI/RF for 5G and Beyond

Courtesy: F Brunier, SOITEC
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Optical Sensors Ecosystem in Europe
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